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CommandAlkon

INTEGRATED

An intelligent solution that helps in the efficient
management of transport logistics. This fully
automated system delivers key information
throughout the job cycle, allowing companies to
manage multiple transports more productively,
while enabling drivers to focus on their core tasks
of driving and meeting customer scheduling
commitments. Crucial added health and safety
features create a safer working environment for
drivers, while at the same time the system delivers
plant operators accurate, up-to-date information
enabling them to make more cost-effective work
flow decisions in real time.

IMAGINE

A BUSINESS TOOL
That can make those unproductive
minutes vanish. A tool that offers greater
utilisation of logistics assets, increased
productivity, and creates a safer driving
environment for drivers.
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AN INNOVATIVE COMPANY
FINDING CLEVER SOLUTIONS

The Status Automator system efficiently and
automatically assists in managing the utilisation and
safety of fleets of concrete, construction material,
and all other time dependant transport vehicles.
Unlike conventional GPS tracking systems, the
Status Automator solution keeps track of the whole
job cycle. Knowing where your trucks are is just one
part of that process. Get rid of wasted minutes and
increase productivity - if you are delivering concrete
being able to fit in just one extra load a day can
provide up to a 20% increase in productivity.
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STATUS AUTOMATOR
HEALTH AND SAFETY SOLUTIONS

LOGISITICS AND ASSET MANAGEMENT

THE FULLY AUTOMATED TRACKING OF
PROGRESS THROUGH KEY JOB STAGES
Using the Status Automator system there is no need for the
driver to manually input anything to record progress through
the job cycle. Data is captured and transmitted automatically.
Seamlessly integrating with CommandAlkon’s industry
leading CommandConcrete, the Status Automator solution
makes tracking and job scheduling accurate and reliable,
while at the same time ensuring that a quality product is
delivered to the customer. Time is saved, productivity and
asset utilisation is increased.

THE BENEFITS:
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More Efficient Use of High Value Assets
With substantial investment in vehicles, plant, and
wages it makes sense to maximise use of valuable
assets. The Status Automator system automatically
delivers key data to make job tracking and scheduling
far more efficient, accurate and reliable. If a truck
averages two hours per complete job cycle, or five
jobs per day, being able to fit in one more job equates
to a 20% productivity increase.

DISPATCH

ENSURES DRIVER HEALTH AND SAFETY
Clear and concise event based audible voice alerts help
drivers to avoid making poor decisions that could affect
the safety and performance of your fleet. Along with
the standard set of GPS based features such as location
tracking, a range of preconfigured sensors are included to
measure vehicle tilt, speed, braking and acceleration. Other
sensor inputs, such as bowl rotation for concrete trucks, as
well as driver ID, seatbelt use, handbrake application come
as standard. Real time warnings to the driver of entry into
and out of high hazard zones also come as standard. As
is an SOS or panic button for instant calling for assistance
in emergencies. Driver feedback via audible voice message
is provided as an event occurs enabling the driver to
immediately rectify problems.
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Drivers keep their Eyes on the Road
We operate on the principle that health and safety is
a top priority. Our goal has been to create a product
that lets the driver know what they need to know
when they need to know it without having to take
their eyes off the road and look at a screen. Hearing
instructions and being warned of hazards before they
arrive is far safer for everyone than having to take your
eyes off the road to read about them.
Reinforce Positive Driver Behavioural Change
We also believe prevention is better than a cure, so we
have designed the Status Automator to alert a driver
when they are pushing above pre-set safe thresholds.
It automatically captures data from the vehicle using
accurate sensors and delivers feedback in real time
to the driver using electronic voice alerts to allow
the driver to immediately take corrective action and,
because it is delivered in real time, to recognise their
mistake and so avoid repeating it in the future.
Reduction in Company Liability
Status Automator includes a trip and incident vehicle
recorder function, more clearly defining culpability in
the case of an accident. Company and driver liability
can be significantly reduced.

Want to learn more? Visit our website:

www.remotecontrol.co.nz
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